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INTRODUCTION 

 

The purpose of this article is to document observations of bushfire spread and flame 

height during a severe bushfire attack in a hilly forested landscape. Apart from 

augmenting the body of knowledge about Australian fire behaviour, it is hoped that 

this article dispels misunderstandings and unwarranted fears about the nature of 

severe bushfires and encourages renewed interest and belief in the concept that 

bushfire behaviour can and must be effectively managed.  

 

The author observed forest and grass fire behaviour at first hand during one of the 

most severe weather periods in Victoria, on Black Saturday afternoon, 7 Feb 2009. 

The fire behaviour was within established bushfire fire behaviour knowledge and 

expectations. It certainly did not, to paraphrase a former Fire Chief, “rewrite the rule 

book” of bushfire behaviour.   

 

The observations in this paper confirm that each moving spot fire flame ran in the 

forest at a rate determined by fuel bed and wind speed at ground level, and that this 

rate generally peaked at around 1kph within a forest when calibrated to flat terrain. 

This rate was a fraction of the net rate of spread of the lead spot fires, which was 15 

kph or more. This highlights a concerning misconception, because the authorities 

seem to believe they have to deal with a single fire front moving at 15 kph or more. 

This analysis confirms that a typical severe bushfire in hilly forested landscapes is a 

myriad of separate small spot fires, each behaving according to the fuel bed and 

terrain they ignite in and run through.  

 
This article is one of a series that document aspects of severe fire behaviour in Australian 

vegetation, much of it observed and recorded during the East Kilmore bushfire on 7 February, 

2009.   

Some core underpinning theory is incorporated into the first Paper:   

1 Manual of Bushfire Behaviour mechanisms in Australian Vegetation 

 

Some more basic theory about spot fire behaviour introduces the second paper:  

2 Spot fire direction and spread in severe bushfire attack - Australian vegetation  

 

Together they provide some introductory scientific background for the following papers:  

3 Flame spread and flame height in eucalypt forests and grassland in severe bushfire  

4 How the East Kilmore Black Saturday fire got away  

 

The foregoing papers become the basis for analysing the findings in major research works on 

bushfire behaviour in Australian forests:  

5 Back to basics approach for bushfire behaviour research 

6 Usable findings in major bushfire behaviour research in eucalypt forests – McArthur, 

Burrows, Vesta 

7 Effect of FMC on flammability of forest fuels 

8 Predicting spread rate of leap frog spot fires 
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METHOD  

 

I attended a property on 7 February, 2009 at the invitation of the owners to prepare a 

bushfire protection plan. By coincidence at approx midday, we first observed white 

smoke on the North West horizon, towards the Kilmore direction. A check of the 

government web sites confirmed that a bushfire had commenced at Kilmore East, and 

by 3 pm the smoke plume was vertically above the property and a lone leading spot 

fire plume was heading steadily towards Mt Disappointment. Shortly afterwards, 

more spot fires developed in the forest near the property. We positioned ourselves on 

a ridge top (see Figure 1) and were able to observe the progress of several spot fires. 

A week after the fire, a neighbour provided us with an hour long video of the fire’s 

progress from a different viewing point as shown on Figure 1, several hundred metres 

to the SW.  

 

Figure 1 shows the extent of the study area for this article. It is defined by the extent 

of visual observations from the vantage point and the identifiable parts of the video. 

Figure 2 shows the location of the study area (yellow) in relation to the area burnt by 

the Kilmore East bushfire on 7 February 2009. The area ignited by spot fires before 

the SW wind change is outlined in green.   

 

 
Fig 1 Study area for this article. Yellow dotted lines show extent of horizon vision from our vantage 

point (blue dot). Orange dot is location of video camera footage. White line is northern-most spread of 

the afternoon run of the bushfire, before the SW change. Green arrow is wind direction at fire level 

after 3 pm. YC is Yarra Creek valley. PR is Plenty River West Branch valley system.   

 

We maintained continuous observation of leading spot fires and their runs for over 

one and a half hours (from 2.45 to 4.30 pm) before heavy smoke blocked the view, 

which also coincided with spot fires igniting on the property, diverting our attention to 

extinguishing spot fires within our pre determined self defence zone.  

 

The location, duration and run direction of several spot fires within the study area 

have been mapped onto Google Earth corroborated by time stamped photographs 

taken near the vantage point by the landowner and the neighbour’s video footage. The 

1 km 

N 

YC 

PR 
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spot fire locations that were visually observed from our vantage point at a distance 

were confirmed using The Google Earth oblique view tool, which was used to 

replicate our vista. Further cross checks were made with local contour maps and 

locally identified landmark points. Post fire aerials were used to corroborate location 

of low and high intensity spot fire runs (see Figure 6). Flame heights were either 

direct observations or estimated from photos or video using parallax calculations.  
 

    

 
 

Details about location and timing of spot fire reports were extracted from evidence 

and reports of the Victorian Bushfire Royal Commission (VBRC, 2010) and located 

onto Google Earth. Figure 4 shows these locations, colour coded by time of report. 

This allowed distances and slopes to be calculated and when time intervals were 

ascribed, rates of spread were calculated.  

 

Weather data and reports were provided by Bureau of Meteorology (BOM) to the 

Victorian Bushfire Royal Commission (VBRC, 2010).  The BOM Kilmore Gap 

weather station was approx 25 km to the WNW of the vantage point. Upper 

atmosphere wind speed and direction data from Tullamarine airport, some 50 km SW, 

was also compiled from VBRC records.  

 

This analysis covers the fire’s run from before 3pm until our vantage point was 

smoked out at around 4.30pm. The white double arrows on Figures 2 and 3 indicate 

Point Zero, the starting point of this analysis. Point Zero marks the origin of sustained 

fire brand production. It is the boundary of the forest. The spot fires entered from 

adjacent grass paddocks and immediately adopted 3D flame behaviour in multi layer 

fuel beds. The location of Point Zero is by necessity an approximation due to the wind 

Point 

Zero 

Figure 2   Area burnt by 

bushfire on 7 Feb 2009.  

 

Yellow circle is study area     

Green line is approx area 

burnt before wind change 

(= approx 25,000 ha = 50 x 

5 km ) 

White line is Point Zero. 

Pink arrow is NNW wind 

direction 

Blue tramline arrows are 

NW wind direction 

Green dotted arrow is 

average spot fire ignition 

trajectory before the wind 

change.  
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change variability at that time. Table 1 shows that when the fire began at 11.47 am, it 

was under an almost northerly wind until 1.30pm, whereupon the wind changed to 

NNW for 45 minutes then switched back to almost northerly for 15 minutes and 

finally returned to NNW at 2.30pm. By 1.30pm, the total length of the fire was only 5 

km and width less than 1 km. The NNW wind change meant the potential new fire 

front length (length of fire front normal to the wind direction) was up to 3km (see 

Figure 3). This was the maximum width of the bushfire attack that approached the 

Hume Highway and challenged Wandong. A separate study by the author shows that 

the flame fronts stopped at the (50m wide, fuel free) Hume Highway, and that the fire 

crossed it by spotting, and that even though the potential width of firebrand attack was 

3 km, the major source area of firebrands was from area B, whose width normal to the 

wind was barely 0.5km. Evidence to the VBRC described the first tranche of spot 

fires running through the grass towards the forest at Point Zero around 2pm.        

 

 
Figure 3  Width of fire front at Wandong, near the fire’s origin.  

Yellow tram lines show pre 1.30pm and 2.15 to 2.30pm wind direction 

Green tramlines show post 1.30pm and post 2.30pm NNW wind direction 

White line is estimated perimeter of fire at 1.30 pm;  

White arrow points to major firebrand source area, Area B  

White double arrow is Point Zero, whose width indicates maximum fire front exposure after NNW 

wind changes;  

Dashed blue line is Wandong township 

Two spot fires were reported to VBRC at 2pm as shown 

 

 

 

5 km 

B 

N 

Point 

Zero  
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RESULTS 

 

Weather data during observation period 

The vantage point was approx 25 km to the WSW of the Kilmore Gap weather station 

(Lat -37.38, Long 144.97, Elevation 527.8m). When NW wind speeds are between 40 

and 60 kph, a change in wind at Kilmore Gap is likely to reach the vantage point 

approx half an hour later. Table 1 shows the regular half hourly weather readings and 

significant changes when they occur in between. Forest Fire Danger Index (FFDI) is 

calculated using McArthur Meter Mark V, with Drought Factor input of 10. In 

addition, wind speed at the ridge top vantage point was measured by a commercial 

hand held wind gauge using the 10 second average setting. It was consistently very 

strong throughout the observation period ranging from 50 to 58 kph, at 1.5m above 

ground. 

 
Table 1   Weather records at Kilmore Gap weather station, 7 February, 2009 

Estimated 

time at 

vantage 

point  

Kilmore 

Gap Time  

Temp 

C 

RH 

% 

Mean 

Wind 

speed  

Kph  

Wind 

direction 

Forest Fire 

Danger 

Index (FDI) 

* 

2.30 pm 2 pm 42 10 46 NNW 110 

2.43 pm 2.13 pm  41 10 72 N > 120 

3 pm   2.30 41.1 10 61 NNW > 120 

3.11 pm 2.41 pm  42.5 10 41 NNW 100 

3.12 pm  2.42 42.5 9 43 NNW 100 

3.15 pm  2.45  41.7 9 65 NNW > 120 

3.30 pm 3 pm  41.4 10 63 NNW > 120 

4 pm 3.30 41.8 10 57 NNW > 120 

4.30 pm 4  41.6 9 54 NW > 120 

5 pm 4.30 40.5 9 54 NW > 120 
* The author argues that FFDI calculations above 100 are invalid because they extrapolate the 

McArthur FFDI Meter beyond its design scale. McArthur’s maximum of 100 was chosen as an 

approximation of the worst possible weather (McArthur, 1967). In fact, to reinforce his meaning of 

approximation, when his original weather examples are used to calculate FFDI, they range between 

100 and 120. Noble et al (1980) derived equations from the Meter, which has a peak FFDI of 100. 

Therefore to use these equations to calculate FFDI above 100 is an invalid extrapolation. To be true to 

the intentions of the McArthur Meter, the 100 level should be recalculated to incorporate more severe 

weather examples.  

 

Upper level winds   

The Weather Bureau provided evidence to VBRC of upper level winds measured 

twice daily at Tullamarine airport which is 53m ASL and approx 50 km SSW - SW of 

the Kilmore fire. It explains that typically, weather systems in Victoria move 

eastwards, and weather at Tullamarine is approx a half hour ahead of Kilmore Gap 

AWS.  
 

Table 2A Upper atmospheric winds – speed and direction at 10 am at Tullamarine  

= 10.30 am at fire ground 

Height above sea level 

(ASL) 

Wind speed  Wind direction 

10m above ground level 54 kph N (= blowing from North) 

113 m ASL 52kph N 

600m ASL 87 kph N 
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900 – 2100 m ASL 78 – 94 kph NNW 

3100 – 4000 m ASL 70-75 kph NW 

4200 m ASL 64 kph NW – WNW 

5800 m ASL 70 kph W 

Table 2B  Upper atmospheric winds – speed and direction at 4 pm at Tullamarine  

= 4.30 pm at fire ground 

Height above sea level 

(ASL) 

Wind speed  Wind direction 

10m above ground level 46 kph NNW - NW 

113 m ASL 50 kph NNW - NW 

300 m ASL 59 kph NNW - NW 

600 – 2100 m ASL 76 - 85 kph NW 

3100 – 6500 m ASL 72 – 91 kph NW – WNW 

 

The Tullamarine wind profile shows that at 10am, the base of the NW wind layer 

occurred at 3000m ASL. By 4pm, the NW wind layer base had fallen to 600m ASL. 

Assuming the rate of descent was steady at 400m per hour, the base of the NW wind 

layer at Tullamarine was approx 1500m ASL at 2.30 pm. This means its base was 

1500m at the Kilmore weather station at 3pm. This approximate timing was 

confirmed at the vantage point, where the smoke plume was overhead until 3.15 pm, 

blocking the sun. But suddenly it moved northward. This means the lower part of the 

smoke plume, eg, 1500 – 2500m was NNW until 3.15. After 3.15, the air movement 

above 1500m was from NW. At this stage, the Kilmore fire was running in fuel beds 

between 300 and 600m elevation (ASL). Thus, if firebrands were lifted more than 900 

– 1200m above the fire ground, they entered the base of the NW wind layer.  

 

Table 1 shows that the prevailing wind after the spot fires entered the forest at Point 

Zero was from NNW. Tables 2A and 2B show that the NW wind did not descend to 

fire ground level until after 4.30pm.  

 

Spot fire overview 

Figure 4 illustrates that this severe bushfire spread by an unrestrained attack by 

firebrands. It is reproduced here to indicate the range of spotting distances and their 

distribution over time and location. Spot fire spread and direction are analysed in 

Paper #2 of this series.   
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Figure 4  Colour coded map of representative spot fires reported in evidence to VBRC  

White arrow is wind at Kilmore Gap before 2 pm (= N to NNW) 

Green arrow is wind at Kilmore Gap til 4.30 pm (= NNW) 

Blue arrow is estimated wind direction above 1000m ASL since 2pm and at Kilmore Gap after 4.30 pm 

(= NW)  

White dashed line is Point Zero,  

Blue arc is leading spot fire at 3.30 pm; orange arc is leading spot fire at 3.45 pm; green arc is leading 

spot fire at 4 pm; pink arc is leading spot fire at 4.15 pm, red arc is leading spot fire at 4.30 pm.  

White circle is study area shown in Figures 1 and 2  

Red circle is the Chum Creek area. Spot fires ignited here after 4.30pm. They were the source of deaths 

and destruction after the SW wind change at approx 5.45pm.  

 

 

Fire behaviour observations in study area  

This section provides a chronological description of 20 significant spot fires (or their 

tall flash flames) observed within a 3 x 3.5 km study area (Figure 5A). They are 

numbered and colour coded on Figure 5 in order of first sighting because the smoke 

curtain limited observation of many to brief periods. Where possible, the description 

estimates flame height, spread mechanisms and spread rates for each spot fire. 

Calculation and verification methods are described, often with error margins 

indicated. The study reports 20 observed spot fires, but it can be presumed that the 

number of unseen spot fires within the study area was several times this number.   

 

Blue dots         Reported before 3.30 pm 

Orange dots    Reported   3.30 to 3.45 pm 

Green dots Reported   3.45 to 4 pm  

Pink dots Reported   4 to 4.15 pm   

Red dots Reported   4.15 to 4.30 pm  

and later  
 

20 km 

N Point  

Zero 

Yarra Glen 
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A Blue dotted line is study area 3 x 3.5 km, aligned parallel to NW wind direction 

  

 
B Close up of white rectangle in A.  

Figure 5  Colour coded map known spot fires in neighbourhood area, identified on Figure CC.  

Long green arrow is NNW wind at Kilmore gap til 4.30 pm. Long blue arrow is estimated NW wind 

1000m above the fire ground since 2pm and wind at Kilmore gap after 4.30 pm 

Blue circle is vantage point. Orange circle is video recording point 

Spot fires are colour coded as short arrows: 

Blue arrow       Reported before 3.30 pm 

Orange arrow   Reported   3.30 to 3.45 pm 

Green arrow Reported   3.45 to 4 pm  

Pink arrow  Reported   4 to 4.15 pm   

Red  arrow Reported   4.15 to 4.30 pm  and later  

 

There appeared to be three phases of fire spread across the two forested valleys of the 

study area. The first phase was the sporadic and random ignition by medium to long 

distance firebrands, over a distance of 3km during a period of 45 minutes, 

1 km 

N N 

200m 

N 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 7 

8 9 

11 

12 

10 

12A 

10 

8A 

8A 

13 

13 

14 

15 

15 

17 

18 

16 
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characterised by small total area burnt. The next phase was over a period of some 30 

minutes, infilling of the first half of the study area, specifically Yarra Creek valley, 

with a higher density of spot fires and their subsequent expansion. The next phase was 

over a period of some 30 minutes, infilling the second half of the study area, 

specifically the Plenty River West Branch valley with a higher density of short to 

medium distance spot fires and their subsequent expansion. At the same time, most of 

the first half was burning and generating a huge supply of medium to long distance 

spotting. It can be hypothesised that the three phase pattern repeated itself along the 

entire forest from Point Zero to Mt Disappointment. This pattern is a subset of the 

macro spot fire attack mechanism that was occurring simultaneously, at the same time 

as the macro subset pattern was attacking the vantage point area, the leading spot fires 

of the macro attack were igniting between Yarra Glen and Healesville, which is some 

40km downwind of the vantage point.  

 

The following descriptions show spot fire attacks chronologically within each phase 

within the study area. The reader will see that there are also micro patterns operating 

within the sub macro subset.   

 

 
Figure 6  Example of post fire aerial photography used to verify location of flash flames 

Denuded areas = crown fire = likely locations for tall flash flame and vigorous crown fires.  

Green canopy areas were either unburnt or scorched and have recovered with fresh foliage 

Numbers and colour codes match Figure 5.  

Blue circle is vantage point. Pink circle is video site.  

Aerial photography, taken December 2010, http://services.land.vic.gov.au/maps/interactive.jsp 
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PHASE 1 Pre 3.45pm Spot fires widely scattered and randomly located 

across 3 km of study area. Small percentage of study area burnt  

 

Spot fire 1  Leading spot fire  2.55pm  

From approx 2.55 pm, the plume of the leading spot fire was observed about 2.5 km 

from the vantage point as shown on Figure 7 for 25 minutes before vision was 

blocked by smoke from a slightly closer spot fire. The base of plume moved across 

the horizon at steady speed. The plume colour (light grey), tilt angle and size 

remained unchanged during the observation period as indicated on Figure 7. No flame 

flashes were observed at the base of the plume. It appeared at the time to be just 

behind a ridge line, but after studying the landscape carefully, it became clear that its 

base was hidden by the flattening terrain. 

 

Specific methodology 
The potential span of vision start was located using the oblique view mechanism on 

Google Earth, as shown in Figure 7. The steady state of the plume’s spread suggested 

a similar fuel bed type and flat slope. When inspection of the plume began at 2.55 pm, 

the plume base remained in full view for 25 minutes until smoke from an advancing 

spot fire blocked its view. The estimated view distance is shown by the blue lines on 

Figure 7. Estimated direction of spread is between NNW and NW, which is the 

transitional wind direction at that time.  

  

 

 
Figure 7  Vista when looking across vantage point (blue circle) towards NNE.   

Grey smoke plume is a representation of the size and shape of leading spot fire 1.  

View to horizon from vantage point was confined between slopes indicated by pink lines.  

Yellow dotted and yellow vertical lines show extent of horizon vision from vantage point. 

Blue vertical lines show start and finish points of observation time.  (Vision of the leading smoke 

plume was lost due to the heavier and darker smoke from a closer but unseen spot fire, whose pathway 

is indicated by the grey arrow. It is possible that this plume became spot fire 2). 

Red arrow is travel distance observed for 25 minutes from the vantage point.  

Orange arrow is observed travel distance of spot fire 2. 
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The Google Earth view was then converted to vertical to allow location on a contour 

map (Figure 8). This process was repeated several times to ensure reasonable 

accuracy of siting spans. The distance from vantage point could not be determined 

with accuracy. Figure 8 indicates a range of possible distances from vantage point. 

Estimate of distance of plume travel varied from 500 to 550m.  

 

 
Figure 8 

Blue lines are deduced extent of observation sight lines from vantage point of leading smoke plume 

Blue dash arrows are deduced pathway options for spot fire 1. 

Grey arrow indicates pathway of closer spot fire plume that blocked vision.  

Orange arrows are deduced pathways of spot fire 2. 

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  
Flame spread mechanism: Wind driven spread in undergrowth  

Flame height mechanism: Multi layer  

 

Source of spot fire:  long distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 550m to 600m ASL.  

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007).   

 

Rate of spread 
The direction of flame run was based on estimated wind direction at the time.  

Maximum distance travelled by fire during observation period was 500 - 550m.  

Duration of observation was approx 25 minutes    

Calculated maximum ROS was approx 1.25 kph  

Because there is an element of uncertainty about the precise location of view span, 

particularly the location of the blue vertical when vision of the plume was lost, allow 

a 20% error margin. Thus, maximum ROS was 1.25 kph, range of 1.0 to 1.5 kph  

 

Flame height  
Flame height was well below canopy level, estimated as 5m more or less  

 

Highlights 
(1) The maximum observed ROS in a tall dense forest on level ground in mid 

afternoon in severe weather was 1.25 kph. The ROS averaged 2.1% (of wind speed in 

the open and approximated 8% of estimated wind speed beneath canopy at fuel bed 

level.  

(2) Flame spread through the undergrowth by the wind driven mechanism  

540m 

N 
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(3) Flame height was nominally estimated at 5m, well below canopy level 

 

 

(2) Spot fire 2 3.30 pm    

When the smoke cleared a little, another spot fire was seen edging along the crest of 

the range about 2.4 km from the vantage point, shown as an orange arrow from left to 

right on Figures 7 and 8. It was separate from the first fire front, and seemed slightly 

closer to the vantage point. During the fire’s run up the ridge line, there were several 

flame rolls and flame spikes above the canopy. As the fire approached the summit, the 

smoke pattern indicated there were flames on the other side of the hill, and a merging 

of flames was expected. When they both reached the summit, two spectacular red 

tongues flared skyward more than two to three times tree height. They were captured 

on video (Figure 9 sequence). Height of flash flame and width estimation at the hill 

top was done using the video stills over a 12 second sequence by parallax using 

known height of a foreground item and known distances from camera to foreground 

item and flame.  

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  
Flame spread mechanism: Upslope spread and Wind driven spread  

Flame height mechanism, up slope: Multi layer and possibly Upslope trench effect 

attachment on steep slopes  

Flame height mechanism, hill top: Hilltop trench effect detachment 

 

Source of spot fire:  medium to long distance spotting  

Elevation of spot fire 600m to 700m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Vesta 2007).   

 

Rate of spread 
Distance travelled by fire during observation period was maximum 200m  

Slope was at least 20
0
 upslope 

Duration of observation was 5 minutes    

Maximum ROS was 2.4 kph 

There was an element of uncertainty about the precise location of view extremities, 

therefore, allow a 20% margin. Thus, maximum ROS was approx 2.4 kph, range (2.0 

– 3.0 kph)  

 

Flame height 
Flame height as the flame ran uphill along the slope was estimated at up to 1.5 times 

tree height. It is very likely that the alternating flame roll / tall flame spike above the 

tree tops was the cycle of updraft and down draft of the wind driven mechanism. It 

was fuel bed related.      

 

Flame height at the hill top was probably the detachment phase of the trench effect, 

not related to fuel bed factors. The stills in Figure 9 show no evidence of spiralling 

flame. The flame appears to lift without resistance, indicating it was within a low 

pressure air parcel. The red and green arrows are the peak flame pulses. The red arrow 

flame pulsed twice during the first 5 seconds, rising first to 30m above tree tops and 

then 75m height and then dissipated 3 seconds later, average uplift rate 30+ m / sec. 

The green arrow flame rose to 135m in 2.5 seconds, held the height for 2 seconds and 
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gradually shrank and faded over the next 3 seconds. This was an average uplift of 55 

m / sec. The imprecision of measurement suggest a 10% margin was reasonable 

allowance for spot fire widths and flame heights.  

 

The flame width was approx 100m. This is consistent with the oblong shape of the 

hilltop. The post-fire aerials (Figure 10) suggest this burn occurred on the north side 

of the hill top, suggesting that wind pushed the spot fire along the contour and that the 

upper flank fire spread rapidly up slope to produce the image of a very wide flame to 

the vantage point.     

 

 

   
T = 0 sec  

     
T = 5 sec      T = 7 sec  

      
T = 8 sec    T = 12 sec   

 

Figure 9  Video stills, spot fire 2. The flames are approx 3 km from the video location and 

house is 0.6 km away. The flame flash marked red rises to approx 75m, and the flame flash marked 

green rises to approx 135m.   
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Figure 10  Post fire picture of deduced fire runs of spot fire 2 and the spot fire 3 cluster. The 

whitish areas indicate canopy denudation, suggestive of a severe canopy flame. The greener areas 

indicate a lower intensity fire or a sub canopy flame height..  

 

Highlights  
(1)  The observed maximum ROS in a tall forest on steep ground in mid afternoon 

in severe weather was around 2.4 kph.  

(2) The influence of wind speed on ROS was significant in this case because 

prevailing NW wind direction aligned with the NW aspect.  

(3) The observed uphill flame height mechanism was a normal upslope 

convection mechanism – a cycle of updrafts and down drafts. If the trench effect 

occurred during this climb, flame would not have been seen above the canopy.  

(4) At the hill top, the flash flames rose to 75 m and 135m but each lasted for 

barely 5 seconds. The flash flames were consistent with the “trench” effect. Their 

height was not related to fuel bed factors.  

(5) The measured flame uplift rate was 30 to 55 m / sec  

 

 

Spot fire 3   Spot fire cluster – “trench” effect  3.35 pm 

At approx 3.35 pm, a spot fire ignited north east of the vantage point, 1.8 kilometres 

from vantage point and part way up the slope. It grew to oval shape rapidly as a 

surface fire and ran quickly up to the top of the hill in a NE direction. The prevailing 

wind at the time was from NNW – NW, but this part of the slope may have been 

sheltered. As it ran uphill, it did not crown. The flame front broadened more than 

expected and the flames appeared flattened beneath the canopy, when they were 

expected to crown. The flame was an orange-red and egg shaped, broader dimension 

uphill. When it appeared to reach the top, it threw a spectacular red plume of flame 

above the treetops, lasting 5 seconds before collapsing. Before this spot fire reached 

the top of the hill, another spot fire developed a few hundred metres to the right, as 

shown on Figures 10 and 11.  The same pattern occurred again. It ran quickly up hill 

as a surface fire, not crowning until the top, when it delivered another short-lived tall 

flash flame. At the same time, another spot fire started below the first (see Figure 11). 

It ran uphill into the burnt out bottom of the first and self extinguished.   

 

 

2 

3 - Cluster 
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A Oblique view, looking NE from vantage point (blue circle). Purple line is slope in foreground  

 

 
B Orange arrows are maximum travel distance observed for 10 minutes from the vantage point. 

Vantage point is blue circle.   

Figure 11 Spot fire 3 cluster and spot fires 4 and 5.  

 

Specific methodology 
The start and end points of the first spot fire were located using the oblique view 

mechanism on Google Earth, as shown in Figure 11A. The Google Earth view was 

then converted to vertical to allow location on a contour map (Figure 11B). This 

process was repeated several times to ensure reasonable accuracy. 

 

The forest was medium height eucalypts (25m+). Initially, the shrub layer was not 

obvious, but as the flame climbed the hill, it revealed the vegetation was continuous 

cover of low shrubs at low to medium density. Continuous litter bed was assumed. An 

inspection of the site a few days later confirmed the canopy was scorched and not 

consumed. This confirms the flame was hot enough to kill the canopy, but it remained 

well below the canopy.  

 

540m 

3 

4 

5 
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The flash flame was assumed to occur at the top of the steep section, at a break in the 

slope. From the vantage point, it seemed like the top of the hill, but the contour map 

shows a sudden flattening. This is apparently a sufficient break of slope to cause the 

trench flame to detach and flash skywards.   

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  
Flame spread mechanism: Upslope trench effect spread  

Flame height mechanism, upslope: Upslope trench effect attachment 

Flame height mechanism, hill top: Hilltop trench effect detachment 

 

Source of spot fire: medium to long distance spotting  

Elevation of spot fire 550m to 650m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007).   

Note: this part of the slope may have been in the lee of a jutting ridgeline, with low 

wind speed beneath canopy.  

  

Rate of spread 
Distance travelled by fire during observation period was maximum 400m  

Slope was 25
0
   

Duration of observation was 10 minutes    

Maximum ROS was 2.4 kph 

There was an element of uncertainty about the precise initial location of spot fire 

ignition. Therefore, a 20% margin seemed reasonable. Maximum ROS was approx 

2.4 kph, with range of 2 – 3 kph  

 

Flame height 
Up hill run estimated flame height 3m  

Flash flame at top of hill Estimated 2 to 3 X tree height = 75+ m    

 

Highlights  
(1)  The observed maximum ROS in a tall forest on steep ground in mid afternoon 

in severe weather was around 2.4 kph.  

(2) The influence of wind speed on ROS may have been negligible in this case if 

prevailing NW wind direction put the NE slope on sheltered lee side.  

(3) Flame spread by trench effect mechanism, ie, flame contact via convection.  

 

Spot fire 4 3.38 pm   

This spot fire began in a sheltered gully. Flames appeared in and slightly above the 

crown within minutes, and crowning behaviour continued in the sheltered gully area, 

probably due to taller and denser undergrowth and flammable tree trunks. The head 

fire appeared to followed the gully, as shown by the orange arrow in Figure 11, which 

suggested either a very sheltered leeward area or some localised wind channelling due 

to the combination of steep gully and conical hill (as shown with yellow dashed arrow 

on Figure 13). The gully flame was out of sight, but is indicated by the linear whitish 

smoke line. Meanwhile, the barely perceptible flank fire spread uphill beneath the 

canopy. The final picture shows the flames were then taller and more prominent, 

suggesting a combination of taller or denser undergrowth and flammable trunks and 

exposure to the prevailing NNW gale as they reached the flat spur.  
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Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  
Flame spread mechanism: Wind driven spread and Up slope spread  

Flame height mechanism: Multi layer  

 

Source of spot fire:  medium to long distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 390m to 450m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007).   

 

Rate of spread 
The head fire appeared to spread approx 400m from gully to ridge track in 19 min = 

approx 1.2 kph.  

 

Flame height 
Flame height was generally below the canopy, but occasionally rose to 1.5 times tree 

height in brief flashes.   

 

   
3.38pm      3.39pm 

 

   
3.43pm      3.51pm 

 

     
3.57pm      3.59pm  

Figure 12 Photos of spot fire 4. Blue oval outlines extent of flame spread. Scale is variable.  
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Fire spread mechanisms  
The fire spread either along the gully by vectoring between up-gully air flow and 

upslope slope sending regular lateral flanks up hill (Figure 13A), or it ran upslope and 

spread by flank encroachment laterally uphill (Figure 13B).  

 

 
A 

 

 
B 

Figure 13 Yellow line is approx prevailing wind direction from NNW. Yellow dash line is 

possible wind channelling within steep gullies and around the conical hill in lower left of picture. Thick 

red arrow is spot fire direction. Red lines indicate flanks encroaching laterally.   

 

 

Spot fire 5 3.43 to 3.48 pm      

The Figure 14 sequence shows that flame behaviour on a given site was variable in 

height and duration. It shows the rapid oscillation of vertical flame build up followed 

by collapse and heavy smoke.  
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A At 3.43 pm, flame height rose to 1.2 x tree height and then collapsed within 30 seconds 

 

   
 

   
B At 3.44 pm, flame height rose to 1.5 x tree height and then collapsed after 30 seconds 
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C  At 3.45 pm, flame height continued to collapse, then heavy smoke was produced 

 

 
D At 3.46 pm, flame crowned again to 1.5 x tree height,  

 

   
E At 3.47 pm, flame height fell below canopy  
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F At 3.48 pm, flame collapsed, heavy smoke developed   

 

Figure 14 Spot fire 5 sequence. Double headed arrow indicates width of spot fire (approx 50m) 

and arrow indicates direction of travel. Sequence highlights the cycle of vertical flame build up with 

little smoke followed by collapse with heavy smoke as spot fire spreads through the forest. Scale varies  

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  
Flame spread mechanism: Wind driven  

Flame height mechanism: Multi layer  

 

Source of spot fire:  medium to long distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 450m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007).   

 

Rate of spread 
The rise and fall mirrors the updraft - downdraft cycle of the wind driven spread 

mechanism.  

 

Flame height 
Flame height appeared to be cyclical – there were periods when flame was below the 

canopy, followed by periods where it rose to 1.5 times tree height in brief flashes of 

up to 30 seconds.   

 

 

 

 

 

PHASE 2 3.45 to 4.15pm Higher density of spot fires ignited within 

Yarra Creek valley. Spot fires within valley expanded and began to merge.   

 

Figure 15 shows that several flash flames arose spectacularly along both ridge lines 

along Yarra Creek valley during a 25 minute period. Each originated from separate 

uphill spot fire runs. Features of the short spot fire runs and their lateral spread 

mechanism are illustrated in Figure 16.   
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Figure 15 Visage of flash flame sites captured photographically, most in Yarra Creek valley 

 
 

 

Spot fire 6 First flash flame on west side of Yarra Creek  3.45pm 

The flash flame display as the head fire and then successive flank flames rose above 

the ridge line are seen in the Figure 16 sequence. The maximum run of the spot fire 

out of the gully was 150m. The spot fire dissipated when it reached the ridgeline.   

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  
Flame spread mechanism: Upslope trench effect spread presumed 

Flame height mechanism at ridgetop:  Hilltop trench effect detachment 

 

Source of spot fire:  medium to long distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 450m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007).   

 

Approx 4.30 pm 

6 

11 

12 

8 

15 

7 

14 

4 

9 

8A 
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Flame height  
The major flash flame of spot fire 6 was estimated by triangulation to be approx 60m 

wide and 60 m above tree tops, which means total flame height was around 100m. It 

died down to a single narrow 50 m flame column above the tree tops after about 15 

sec. Three other flash flames then rose above the ridge with exposed flame height of 

less than 50 m above tree tops. They disappeared after a few seconds.  

 

   
T = 0 sec    T = 14  sec   

  
T = 19 sec    T = 22 sec   

Figure 16 Flash flames of spot fire 6  

 

Explanation of lateral spread mechanism on windward side of slope 
Simpson et al (2013) identified lateral spread on lee side of ridgelines. Such behaviour 

was not observed within the study area. Instead, lateral spread occurred on windward 

side of slopes. Figure 17 shows how the hilly terrain prevented long spot fire runs. 

Longest runs were only possible between gully and ridgeline. Maximum runs for spot 

fires 6, 7, 8, 11 and 12 were 150m. Maximum run for spot fire 9 was 400m. The bold 

red arrow represents the head fire that ran uphill, perpendicular to contour. The 

inverted red U represents the initial shape of the flanks which were narrowed behind 

the head fire by its strong convection uplift. When the head fire reached the ridge top, 

it dissipated and so did the updraft. The flanks continued burning laterally along the 

hillside and when the updraft ceased, they also ran uphill, backed by the tail wind. 

The orange adjacent arrows represent the subsequent flame flashes that shot above the 

ridge line as the fire spread laterally along the slope, perpendicular to the prevailing 

wind. Brief footage of multiple flash flame displays by encroaching flanks was 

captured for spot fire 6 but longer footage was captured for spot fire 9.  
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Figure 17 View to SE across our vantage point (blue dot) and location of video camera (orange 

dot). Blue arrow is prevailing wind direction at tree top level. The bold red arrow represents the head 

fire that tended to run uphill perpendicular to contour. The inverted red U represents the initial shape of 

the flanks. The orange arrows represent lateral encroachment of flank fires.  

 

 

Spot fire 7 Forest on east side of gully  3.45 pm  

Figure 18 shows flash flame of spot fire 7. It appeared to be rising uphill out of the 

Yarra Creek valley. It probably had no further influence on fire in this valley because 

of wind direction.  The view up most of the eastern side of the valley was blocked by 

smoke after 3.45. 

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  
Flame spread mechanism: Upslope trench effect presumed   

Flame height mechanism at ridgetop:  Hilltop trench effect detachment 

 

Source of spot fire:  medium to long distance spotting  

Elevation of spot fire 450m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007).   

 

Flame height 
The flash flame of spot fire 7 is estimated to be 60+ m above tree tops, which means 

total flame height was approx 90m.  

11 6 

9 

7 

8 

12 
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      Figure 18 Flash flame display of spot fire 7  

 

 

Spot fire 6A Apparent reverse-running spot fire  3.50pm  

The display of spot fire 6 ended and there was no visible flame for a few minutes. 

Then suddenly a flame shot above the canopy slightly east of spot fire 6, and appeared 

to run up hill for about 200m or so in two very rapid bursts back towards spot fire 6. 

The length of run is shown in pink on Figure 19 to avoid confusion because the scale 

of the video changed. The first run lasted about 12 sec. It ran very rapidly for about 

100m and flame height above tree tops was 20 – 30m. Flame then disappeared from 

view for the next five seconds and suddenly flame shot up and appeared to spread 

another 100m up hill over the next 5 sec.  

  
T = 0 sec     T = 12 sec   

  
T = 14 sec     T = 17 sec From T = 24 to 28 sec, no visible flame  

  
T = 28 sec    T = 33 sec  
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T = 33 sec     T = 33 sec 

Figure 19 Flash flame display of spot fire 6A. Pink double arrow is total length of spot fire run, 

approx 200m. Black arrow is direction of apparent run 

 

It is very unlikely that the flame ignited 200m of unburnt forest because the calculated 

spread rates are too excessive, eg, 8 – 20 m / sec. The flame appears to run up a 

moderate slope, but the direction and vigour of the flame run suggests the influence of 

a strong air flow.  It is most probable that flame was already burning below the 

canopy over the 200m run, and that sudden air movement caused flame height to 

increase. One possibility is a short lived turbulence roll caused by the wind passing 

across a prominent ridge line. Another possibility is a short-lived vortex arising from 

the burning fuel bed.     

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism: Flame already occupied whole site, ie, no spread rate  

Flame height mechanism at ridgetop:      Local air pressure variations in lee of 

ridgeline  

 

Source of spot fire:  short distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 400m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007).   

 

Flame width and height 
Most of the time, flame height was about 60m above the tree tops, but in the final half 

second, it narrowed to a taller column of 100m and expired back to canopy height.  

 

 

Spot fire 8 Eastern ridge line of Yarra Creek valley 3.55 pm 

Figure 20 captures the flash flame of spot fire 8 rising up to the eastern ridgeline of 

Yarra Creek valley with a strong NW wind pushing it. Its location is based on analysis 

of terrain and post fire photographs.  It is down wind of spot fire 6, which may have 

been its mother fire. It mirrors the development of spot fire 3, which had large flash 

flame despite short incubation time and a short run and spot fire 6 which had a short 

run.   

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism: Wind driven and / or Upslope trench effect attachment  

Flame height mechanism at ridgetop:  Hilltop trench effect detachment 

 

Source of spot fire: short to medium distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 400m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  
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Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Vesta 2007).   

 

Flame height 
Based on angles and post fire aerials, this flame was approx 1.4 km from camera.  

The sequence in Figure 20 shows a double flame pulse on the ridge top. Stills 1 to 3 

covered a 0.5 second period. The flash flame height peaked at 40m above tree tops, 

but lasted barely 0.5 seconds. Thus total flame height was approx 60+m. The 

estimated flame uplift rate therefore exceeded 100 m/sec. Stills 4 and 5 were 0.3 sec 

apart, taken one second after the first three. The flash flame height was 20 – 30 m 

above tree tops.  

 

     
1       2 

 
3 

      
4     5 

Figure 20 Flame display of spot fire 8. The photo scales of this sequence were variable. If still 1 

is 1X, still 2 is 1.3 X and stills 3 to 5 are 1.7 X. Clarity is affected by smoke density.   

 

Highlghts 

Flash flame 40m above tree tops, duration 0.5 sec 

Flash flames successively puffed up and then disappeared within a second  

Flame uplift speed exceeded 100 m/sec. 

 

 

PHASE 3 4 – 4.30pm Spot fires expanded along the Plenty River valley.  

Most of Yarra Creek valley forest was alight.   

 

Spot fire 8A  300m north of vantage point 4 pm  

The vantage point detected fresh bushfire activity in this area at 4 pm, just across the 

ridge approx 300m to our north. It may have developed on the leeward side of the 

ridge in the same batch of firebrands as spot fire 8.  There was a very loud crackle and 

roar and we saw the boiling white smoke cloud rising up, but no flame was visible 

because of terrain. Its view was blocked soon after by the dark grey smoke curtain 

encroaching from the north. The author was not unduly concerned by this close fire 

activity because the property was well down hill and separated by a high ridge line 

and a favourable wind direction which prevented embers falling onto the property.  
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Examining the post burn aerials (Figure 15) confirms successive spot fire flames rose 

uphill from the Plenty River valley, probably vectoring between the slope and the 

wind flow channelling along the valley.  

 

 

Spot fire 9 Jo’s hill  4pm 

This spot fire may have developed from the same batch of firebrands as spot fire 8 

and 8A. At least two spot fires ran up the western and northern sides of this conical 

hill, approx 1km from the vantage point. The Figure 21 sequence lasted three minutes.  

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism up westerly face:  Wind driven, Up slope and possibly 
Upslope trench effect spread 
Flame height mechanism at hill top:  Combination of Multi layer, Hilltop 

trench effect detachment and Vortex flame  

  

Source of spot fires:  short to medium distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 500m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Vesta 2007).   

 

Flame height 
Maximum flame height was 50 – 65m or approx twice tree height.  

Flash flame duration was 5 -10 sec maximum.  

 

Flame spread mechanism 
The likely explanation for the repeated short lived flash flame displays in different 

areas along the hill top is given in Figure 16.  

The flame on western face rose up the hill with alternating flame roll / tall flame spike 

above the tree tops, akin to spot fire 2, and then disappeared in heavy smoke.  

The black and green arrows on Figure 21 identify two fixed points on the hill top. 

They were approx 50m apart.  

Black arrow flame rose and subsided twice within 2 minutes  

Green arrow flame rose and subsided three times within 2 minutes  

There is also another flash flame and subsidence to the right of the green arrow.  

Suggests spot fires rose diagonally across the hill top, heading west to east.  

 
First minute  4.01pm 

   
4.01pm   Hill top flame flashes 
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 All quiet  

 

 

 

Second minute 4.02pm 

    
Flame rose up on western face    … and quickly subsided    

    
Western face smoked out.    Fresh flames then arose on hill top   
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Flames then subsided     then rose again  

    
 

Third minute  4.03  pm 
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Figure 21 Flash flame displays of spot fire 9. The black and green arrows identify two fixed 

points on the hill top, approx 50m apart. . 

 

 

Spot fire 10  Spot fire runs uphill towards NE  4.01pm 

This spot fire ignited 300m east of vantage point, on a steep SW aspect just above the 

gully. Figure 22 sequence shows it grew rapidly but flames remained below canopy, 

except for occasional flame spikes up tree trunks. It ran in the NE direction when the 

prevailing wind was NW. Vision of this flame was then prevented as grey smoke pall 

moved in from the north.    

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism:  Upslope trench effect spread 

Flame height mechanism: Upslope trench effect attachment 

 

Source of spot fire:  short to medium distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 350m ASL 

Slope was 25
0
, aspect SW.  

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was probably zero. It is very likely that 

this deep sheltered slope was sheltered from the prevailing wind.  

 

Rate of spread 
Head fire travelled an estimated 200m in 10 minutes. Therefore approx ROS = 1.2 

kph  

 

Flame height 
Maximum flame height was a few metres, occasionally rising up trunks to peak at 

20m  

 

   
4.01pm      4.02pm 
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4.03pm      4.11pm 

Figure 22 initial growth of spot fire 10 

 

 

Spot fire 11 Second flash flame on west ridgeline of Yarra Creek  4.05 pm 

Figure 23 shows images of this flash flame that rose to extraordinary heights and with 

extreme rapidity. Figure 16 suggests its maximum run up from the source gully to the 

west was 200m. The flash flame height was due to lower air pressure caused by trench 

effect and wind crossing ridge line.  

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism up the slope:     probably Upslope trench effect spread 

Flame height mechanism at ridgetop:  combination of Hilltop trench effect 

detachment and low air pressure nodes due to wind flow 

 

Source of spot fire spread:  medium to long distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 400m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007)    

 

Flame height 
Flame height was estimated by triangulation to be 100 to 150 m wide. The black 

flame height marker in Figure 23 is approx 120 m above tree tops, estimated at 25 m. 

The entire flash flame display lasted 16 seconds. Within that time, there were three 

pulsations over approx 11 seconds, the first rising to 240 m, the second to 120 – 150 

m and the last to 60 – 80 m. The speed of the flame rise was very high. The first 

fluctuation rose from 60m to 240m in less than 2 seconds, which averaged at least 90 

m / sec. The second rose from around 50 m to over 120 m in less than a second, which 

is a similar rate, eg, 90+ m / sec.     

 
At T = 0 sec, flame was just visible above the tree tops.  

  
T = 2 seconds    T = 4 seconds  
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T = 4 seconds    T = 5 seconds    

  
T = 5 seconds    T = 11 seconds   

 
T = 16 seconds     

Figure 23 Flash flames of spot fire 11. Scale varies. Black double arrow marker is approx 

120m, red double arrow is approx 240m.   

 

Highlights 

Flash flame up to 240m above tree tops 

Flash flame duration 11 sec 

Flash flames successively pulsate three times within 11 seconds 

Flame uplift speed 90+ m/sec. 

 

 

Spot fire 12 Third flash flame on west ridgeline of Yarra Creek 4.10 pm  

Figure 24 shows that initially, there was only one short duration flame pulse at the 

ridgeline, and then the spot fire continued to progress down the hill where it produced 

a long spiral flame before the flame returned to tree top level. The ridge top here was 

rounded, which clearly allowed the flame to continue burning down slope.   

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism up the slope:     probably Upslope trench effect spread 

Flame spread mechanism along ridgetop:     Wind driven 

Flame height mechanism at ridgetop:  combination of Hilltop trench effect 

detachment and low air pressure nodes due to wind flow 

Flame height mechanism along ridgetop: Multi layer   
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Flame height mechanism on lee slope: Vortex 

 

Source of spot fire:  medium to long distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 400m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007)    

 

Flame height 
The third flash flame was about 50m wide and rose to 120m in approx 1 second.  

The display ended in just over 4 seconds with a mass of thick white smoke covering 

the flash flame origin. This smoke dispersed three seconds later as the flame renewed. 

The flame was then 50m further down from the ridge top and its 45
0
 tilt clearly 

suggests a wind driven influence. Initially flame was 20m above the tree tops for two 

seconds, then stretched in a spiral of 50m height and 30m diameter for the next six 

seconds, and then dropped to 10m above tree tops.   

 

  
T = 0 seconds    T = 1 second   

  
T = 1 second      T = 4 seconds      

  
T = 7 seconds      T = 9 seconds      
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T = 15 seconds       T = 24 seconds      

Figure 24 Flash flame of spot fire 12  

 

Highlights 

Flash flame up to 120m above tree tops,  

Flash flame duration 4 sec 

Flame uplift speed was 120 m / sec  

Flash flame expired and was followed by dense smoke  

Spot fires ran down slope and generated spiral flame spike 50m tall x 30 m diameter, 

leaning 45 degrees downwind,  duration 6 seconds  

 

 

Spot fire 12A  Flame vortex   4.15pm 

Some 10 seconds after the spot fire 12 flame sequence, at least two spot fires were 

developing strongly another 50 – 100m down hill in a semi circular shape. Their 

flames were also being tilted by the wind. A smoke vortex formed in the next few 

seconds between the spot fires and the ridge top flame, and was tilted at 40
0
 from 

vertical. Nine seconds later, a flame filled vortex arose. This flame was approx 1.5 km 

from the video camera site.  

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanisms on lee slope: Wind driven and short distance spot fires  

Flame height mechanism leeward of ridgetop: Multi layer and Vortex  

 

Source of spot fires:  Spot fire 12   

Elevation of spot fire 400m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Project Vesta 2007)    

 

Rate of spread 
All in all, spot fire 12A travelled up to 200m downhill in 40 sec, by a combination of 

wind driven mechanism and mass short distance spotting. This is a spread rate of 

approx 5 m / sec.  

 

Flame height 
Nine seconds after the smoke filled vortex appeared, a flame filled vortex arose a little 

further down hill / down wind from within a semi circular area ringed by flame. It 

generated a spike of flame approx 100m long and 20 m diameter, tilted 60
0
 from 

vertical. This vortex lasted no longer than 4 or 5 seconds before collapsing abruptly. 

Immediately, the leeward slope was covered with rising clouds of dense white smoke.  
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T = 26 seconds      T = 36 seconds     

  
T = 45 seconds      T = 48 seconds    

Figure 25 Vortex flame of spot fire 12A  

 

Highlights 

Spot fires amalgamated on lee slope to generate flame filled vortex - flame spike 60m 

tall x 10 m diameter, leaning 60 degrees from vertical downwind,  duration 5 seconds 

Vortex flame expired and was followed by dense smoke  

Downslope spread rate of flame mass was approx 5 m / sec (= 18 kph) due to 

combination of wind driven mechanism and short distance spotting. 

 

 

Spot fire 13 Grass flame (Gary’s hill)   4.20 pm  

Figure 26 sequence shows the grass flame was smokeless as it ran rapidly through the 

grass, but within 5 seconds of reaching the house, dense white smoke developed and, 

even though the grass was very short, the house was in heavy smoke for at least 

another 30 sec, finally clearing around 60 seconds after the flame. The video footage 

clearly contrasts the dense white smoke from the dense grey / brown smoke to the 

extent that white smoke can be used as an indicator of fresh flame activity.  

  

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism: Wind driven and Upslope  

Flame height mechanism: Single layer 

 

Source of spot fire: short to medium distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 350m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in grassland at ground level on windward slope under scattered 

trees was around 40 kph (O’Bryan, 2005) 

 

Rate of spread 
Grass was short dead pasture. There were no tussocks.   

Approx 20
0
 upslope    
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Head flame travelled approx 40m in 10 sec = 4 m / sec = 14 kph. If on a flat, this is 

approx 14 / 40 = 30% of estimated wind speed at fuel bed level. The slowness of 

spread in these grass fires suggests the influence of slope and wind needs to be further 

investigated.  

 

Flame height 
Flame height was up to 1m  
 

     
T = 0      T = 9 sec  

  

  
T = 19 sec      T = 23 sec White smoke follows   

 

   
T = 59 sec   Flank flame edges down hill  T = 80 sec    

 

  
T = 170 sec     T = 251 sec  Flank on the flats  
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T = 274 sec   

Figure 26 Spot fire 13 and lateral flank spread downhill in short grass. Pink circle is location of 

Gary’s house. Green arrow points to grass flame.   

 

Flank spread laterally in grass  
Video footage shows that successive lines of flame progressively worked their way 

down hill perpendicular to the wind. They were all on the SW flank of spot fire 13. It 

seemed the head fire led the flame uphill but met its demise at the defined spur line. 

The flank flame however kept burning in the adjacent dead grass, even though it was 

down slope, and even though at times it appeared to have been blown out. It remained 

a low flame in the short grass, but where the grass was heavier, the flame height 

increased. It moved approx 200m down hill to the flats (pink arrow on Figure 27) in 4 

min = 3 kph. When the flank spread downhill to flatter ground, the downwind point of 

became a head fire, running downwind into heavier fuel (see the final picture in 

Figure 26) and onward toward other properties downwind.     

 

 
Figure 27 Shows mechanism of lateral spread of flank downhill in short grass. Red arrow was 

flank at 4.20pm.  Pink arrow was approx flank at 4.24pm. It became a head fire.  Blue circle was 

vantage point  
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Spot fire 14  Centre of Yarra Creek valley 4.25 pm  

Figure 28 shows vigorous fires in the middle of the forested Yarra Creek valley forest. 

Estimation of distance from camera was not possible. In the picture on the left, flame 

height above the tree tops appeared in excess of 50m. The tall flame was likely due to 

merging spot fire flames and coincidence of 3D fuel structure. On the right, flame 

height was below canopy height, but spikes occurred.  

  

   
Figure 28 Massive flame burning in the forested centre of Yarra Creek valley.  

 

Spot fire 15 Spot fire in forest on east side of Yarra Creek valley     4.25pm 

The Figure 29 sequence indicates the unrestrained growth of a forest fire (trees 25 – 

30m, flammable trunks, undergrowth of moderate height and density) on a 20
0
 

upslope on a W to NW aspect pushed by a NW gale.  

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism on slope: Wind driven   

Flame height mechanism on slope: Multi layer and possibly Hilltop trench effect 

detachment 
 

Probable spot fire spread mechanism:  short to medium distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 350m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in forest at shrub level was 15 kph (Vesta 2007)    

 

Flame height 
The spot fire began with flame beneath the canopy, perhaps up to 3 – 5m tall. It 

generated light smoke, indicating consumption of predominantly dry fuel. One minute 

later, most of the flame was still below the canopy, but scattered spots in the canopy 

indicated flame had spiked into tree tops via flammable trunks. Smoke was thicker, 

indicating consumption of substantial live foliage. The flash flame that rose to double 

tree height on the right of picture was either due to the trenching effect at the top of a 

slope or a high density patch of undergrowth. Twenty seconds later, the flame was 

expiring and dense white smoke was generated. Heavy smoke persisted for several 

minutes.  

 

The picture at T = 116 sec is a close up of the flank approaching the forest edge. It 

shows a fully developed passive 3D forest fire. Trunks and upper branches were 

flammable enough to lift vertical flame spikes into the canopy, and one part carried a 

narrow flame another 10m above the tree tops. A hundred or so seconds later, the 

entire slope was covered in thick white smoke.    
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T = 0     T = 56 seconds  

   
T = 78 seconds    

  
T = 116 sec  Close up of the yellow box above as flank approached the edge of the forest 

 
T = 230 seconds  

Figure 29 Spot fire 15  Sub canopy flame to tall flame then heavy white smoke  

 

 

Spot fires 16 and 17  Grass fires near vantage point      4.30pm 

Figure 30 shows the location of both spot fires and indicative lateral spread of their 

flanks.   
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Figure 30 Spot fire 16 (blue) and spot fire 17 (red). Blue circle is vantage point 

 

When I was standing west of the house, I observed the ignition of spot fire 16. It ran 

slowly but strongly through tussock grass / low bracken for a short distance and then 

stopped at a 10m wide area of bare dirt. Down wind of the bare patch was a clump of 

denser older bracken. I estimated its potential flame height would be at least 6 to 8m. 

According to video (Figure 33), spot fire 17 started at the same time. It was beyond 

my view, blocked by the shape of the hillside. I was unaware of spot fire 17 until I 

saw the video. Had I known about it, I would not have been concerned because it was 

higher up the hill, and therefore no threat to the house.  

 

Approx 1 minute after spot fire 16 stopped (at T = 65 sec) the thick bracken patch 

ignited and generated a tall blow torch-like flame directly uphill near my position at 

the timber fence (Figure 31). Flame height was 8 – 10m.  I saw the rough sawn treated 

pine fence palings ignite after only 30 sec or so exposure to the superheated air and 

sparks of the plume (it was several metres away from flame tip) and soon after saw 

the tussock grass ignite on the uphill side of the track under the short scattered trees 

(Figure 32). Again, this flame was no threat to the house because it heading uphill and 

away from the house. At this point I withdrew to take up defensive suppression duties. 

I walked around the house and saw the long flank of the grass fire running up hill with 

a 2m flame height. Having studied the video, it is clear that spot fire 16 ran uphill 

between the house and the flank fire of spot fire 17.  

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism: Wind driven and Upslope spread  

Flame height mechanism: Single layer  

 

Source of spot fires: Medium distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 350m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Nominal wind speed in grassland at ground level on windward slope under scattered 

trees was around 30 kph   
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Rate of spread 
Headfire ROS of spot fire 16 could not be measured, but the lateral encroachment rate 

of its flank fire down hill was measured at approx 1.8 kph.  

 

Head flame of spot fire 17 was measured travelling 60m up a 10 to 20
0
 upslope under 

low to medium tree cover pushed by a gale force wind in approx 30 sec. This is ROS 

of 2m / sec or 7 kph. Surface fuel for spot fire 17 had a substantial component of grass 

(30cm tall tussocks with partially live and partially dead foliage), scattered low shrubs 

and patchy cover of litter due to the scattered tree cover.     

Figure 31 Note the burnt section of the 

treated pine fence. Note that the low fuel on the excavation rubble that helped protect the house from 

flame contact had been scorched  

 

 
Figure 32 Note the patches of unburnt tussocks and low shrubs uphill of the track that was 

typical of the vegetation on this slope before the fire attack 

 

Flame height  
Spot fire 16 burnt in a part tussock / part bracken paddock with a 2 - 3m flame.  

The 8+m flash flame from the thick bracken patch ran directly uphill across the steep 

contours of the escarpment. It was perhaps a small scale example of a trenching 

flame. After it crossed the track and ran uphill past the house, the flank flames were 

2m tall, stretching along 50m. The flank flame at this stage was 20m from the 

northern corner of the house. Radiation on bare skin at 20m separation caused 

discomfort after 10 seconds exposure. View Factor calculates incident radiation using 

these criteria at 10 kW / sq m.       
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Shortly after this, the flame height subsided and the southerly flank spread gradually 

down slope, perpendicular to the wind toward the house. It stopped at the top of the 

fuel free cutting, 10m north of the house.  

 

      
T = 0 seconds     T = 18 

     
T = 37       T = 65 

       
T = 71   Note spot fire in tree canopy (red circle)  T =  90 sec approx 
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T = 120 sec approx    T = 150 sec  approx 

Figure 33 Spot fires 16 and 17 near vantage point 

 

Spot fire 18  

House owner Gary advised that a flame came up hill from the forested slope east of 

his house. He saw the flame in the low flame (2m) in the litter bed and shrub layer 

and on the stringybark trunks. The flame was short lived and did not cross the 5m 

wide vehicular track alongside his house. He did not feel threatened by this flame. He 

felt very threatened by the relentless firebrand attack from spot fire 15 and the heavy 

smoke from grass spot fire 13. During the prolonged attack, he was aware of the three 

different flame attacks on his house.   

 

Findings, calculations and sensitivity check  

Flame spread mechanism: Upslope spread  

Flame height mechanism: Multi layer  

 

Source of spot fire: Short to medium distance spotting   

Elevation of spot fire 350m ASL 

Nominal wind speed above tree height was 60 kph  

Probable wind speed at ground level on leeward slope under forest was zero. 

 
Figure 34 Yellow arrows are known spot fires near the vantage point (blue circle). Green dot is 

Gary’ s house. Blue dot is landowner’s house. Both houses were successfully defended and survived 

the bushfire attacks.   

13 

17 

16 

18 
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DISCUSSION 

 

Flame heights 

The lower flame heights (10 – 20m above tree tops) were consistent with the fuel bed 

generated flame height mechanism. The taller flame heights (> 30m) were consistent 

with the non-fuel bed flame height mechanism, where the flame height was stretched 

due to buoyancy rather than fuel factors.  

 

Differential spread rates  

There were three distinct fire events in the vicinity of the vantage point between 3 and 

4.30 pm, represented as colour coded long ovals in Figure 35.  

 

The blue oval event occurred first (pre-3.30pm) and in hindsight, is seen to be aligned 

with the direction of the fastest spread rates of the leading spot fires and the furthest 

reported spot fires (see Fig 4 in Spot fire direction and spread paper). Blue oval 

coincides with the highest elevation areas, ie, those that have closest access to the NW 

to NNW upper winds. Spot fire jumping spread rates were not observed within this 

oval at time of observation. The long blue arrow was the only spot fire seen before 

3.30pm. It moved steadily below the forest canopy at approx 1 kph. Shortly after 3.30 

two new spot fires ignited and ran up hill as shown as trench effect mechanism, at 2 – 

3 kph. They could have originated either from the blue arrow spot fire (1 – 2 km 

spotting distance suggests they were heavy firebrands that were already within the 

NW airstream) or from the dotted orange area (2 – 3 km spotting distance suggests 

they were heavy firebrands that rose into the NW airstream). The fact that the size of 

the plume and smoke from the blue arrow spot fire was narrow, whereas the smoke 

column from the orange dotted area was huge suggests the latter may have been the 

source of spotting at 15 – 20 km downwind around 3.30pm.   

 

 
Figure 35    

Green arrow is wind at Kilmore Gap til 4.30 pm (= NNW) 

White tramlines are approx NW wind direction  

Arrows indicate spot fire origin and direction of travel. 

Arrow colours correspond to listed time codes   

1 km 

N 

1 km 

N 

COLOUR CODE 

Blue       Reported before 3.30 pm 

Orange   Reported   3.30 to 3.45 pm 

Green  Reported   3.45 to 4 pm  

Pink  Reported   4 to 4.15 pm   

Red         Reported   4.15 to 4.30 pm  and 

later  
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The orange oval event occurred post-3.30pm. The existence of an active fire mass 

within the orange dash area was witnessed as huge smoke volume, but it was too 

distant for flames to be seen. It was the source of the huge grey wall of smoke that 

expanded towards SW, inexorably closer to the vantage point between 3 and 4pm. 

Why expand to the SW when the upper winds were moving more northerly? The 

answer can now be deduced in hindsight. The flame and the short to medium distant 

firebrands were at lower elevation and therefore influenced by the prevailing NNW 

wind (green arrow).    

 

The orange dotted area is a likely source area for the orange curved arrow spot fire (3 

km spotting distance) and the pink and green spot fires.  The average ROS of the 

firebrand that ignited the orange spot was very approximately 3 km in 5 minutes = 36 

kph. The orange spot fire itself travelled at approx 1 kph through the forest.   

 

The smoke plume in the orange dotted area expanded to the SSE through 1 km or so 

of forest, driven by the NNW fire ground winds (presumably by a combination of 

wind spread mechanism and short distance spotting) to reach the pink spot fire at 

around 4pm. Thus the on-ground ROS within the orange oval is up to 2 kph.   

 

The pink oval event occurred post-4pm. The effective ROS of this local spot fire 

attack was approx 4 kph (2 km in 30 min). ROS of individual red arrow spot fires 

through uphill grassy fuel beds was measured from photos at 7 and 14 kph.  

 

In conclusion, these diverse ROS observations highlight that there was no single 

spread rate or either spot fires of flame. Flame spread was determined by local on-site 

factors, independently of the rest of the bushfire. It was determined by spread 

mechanism, which was in turn determined by on-site exposure to wind, on-site terrain 

and on-site fuel factors, including tree canopy density, tree height, vegetation 

structure and on ground fuel type. Spot fire spread rate was determined by the height 

of firebrand uplift and air speed at that height, but leap frog spot fire spread rate had 

the extra requirement of highly flammable forest at each leap frog site.   
 

Lateral movement of fire flank  

Figure 35 shows the lateral progression of the fire mass perpendicular to the 

prevailing wind – from blue to orange to pink ovals, approx 1.5 km laterally in 1.5 

hours (= 1 kph).  

The first spot fires within the pink oval and the adjacent green arrow spot fires 

probably sourced from a different array of advancing spot fires that the orange oval. It 

is likely the green and pink arrow spot fires had a common mother fire to their NW, 

and as successive spot fires rose across the NE-SW ridgelines, their individual 

western flanks spread, behaving as separate head fires. 

 

The lateral expansion confused the author when on site. At 4pm, the on ground wind 

direction at the vantage point, the lack of embers on the property and the observed fire 

spread in the orange oval area prompted him to observe “I think the fire has missed 

us, but I will keep an eye on the NW ridgeline (location of the western-most pink spot 

fire arrows) just in case”. Within five minutes or so, large flames shot above this ridge 

line and some 30 minutes later, spot fires ran past the vantage point. It is likely that 

these spot fires originated from red arrow spot fires in the forest.  
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Comparison of measured rates with prediction models 

 

GRASS: CSIRO Grassfire Meter  

Using Kilmore Gap worst case weather [42
0
C, 9% RH, 65 kph to 41

0
C, 10% RH, 61 

kph winds], predicted ROS in a grazed paddock on flat land is 18 kph, and in a taller 

natural pasture is 21 kph. Predicted flame heights are 1.9 and 4.4m respectively.   

 

Comparison to observed fire behaviour: The observed flame height on the grazed 

hillside were less than half the predicted and in the tussocky grass, were about half of 

predicted, although the tussocks has a component of live foliage which tended to 

lower flame height.  

The observed ROS for both areas bore no resemblance to the predicted. The grazed 

area was 14 kph on a steep up slope and the taller tussock grass, also uphill, was only 

7 kph.  

 

FOREST:  Two ROS prediction systems have been helpfully converted to FMC 

and wind speed by Cruz et al (Cruz MG, Gould JS, Alexander ME, Sullivan AL, McCaw WL 

and Matthews S (2015) Empirical-based models for predicting head-fire rate of spread in Australian 

fuel types, Aust Forestry, 78 (3), 118-158). The worst case weather for Kilmore Gap 

converts to 2.5% FMC and 60 kph.  

 

McArthur Meter   
The predicted ROS for in-forest spread on flat land is 3 kph. This prediction is 

consistent with the maximum ROS on McArthur’s Meter, and therefore not beyond its 

design criteria, which are 25 t / ha and FDI 100. Other researchers (eg, Tolhurst 

(2009)  Report on the Physical Nature of the Victorian Fires occurring on 7th 

February 2009   Report to VBRC 15th May 2009  EXP.003.001.0018) have applied 

higher fuel loads of up to 45 t / ha and much higher FDI’s to the McArthur Meter to 

estimate ROS of 12 kph for the Kilmore East fire.  

 

Project Vesta 
The predicted ROS for in-forest spread on flat land in young fuels is 3 kph  

The predicted ROS for in-forest spread on flat land in old fuels is 12 kph  

 

Comparison to observed ROS: As both McArthur Meter and Project Vesta are 

derived for the wind spread mechanism within a forest, they can technically only be 

applied to wind driven spread observations. The few observed in-forest spread rates 

ranged between 1 and up to 2 kph. Thus, the prediction models seem to bear little 

resemblance to observations.  

 

 

 

 

 

   


